PETRONAS TEAM TOM'S
2011 Formula Nippon Rd.7
TWIN ING MOTEGI
6 NOVEMBER 2011

RACE
PETRONAS TEAM TOM’S spend fantastic weekend in Forrmula Nippon final at
Motegi and Andre Lotterer win twice and German driver win the 2011
championship. Kazuki Nakajima finish 2nd both of the race follow to his
team-mate.
Andre scored two Pole to finish and he determine his first championship after
race1
Kazuki made his best race in this season and he made fastest lap time in race 1
Kazuki is winning rookie of the year
PETRONAS Team Tom’s is the 2011 three award winning team that team
title, driver title and rookie of the year

Drivers
Andre Lotterer
Kazuki Nakajima

Car No.
36
37

Race 1Result / Fastest Lap
P1 1:36.792
P2 1:36.384

Weather
Temperatures

Overcast/Rain
Air: 19-19/18-18

Race 2 Result / Fastest Lap
P1 1:48.246
P2 1:49.680

Track: 20-21/19-19
ANDRE LOTTERER
"It is the perfect weekend for me and team that we are fastest from free
practice, qualify and win the both of the race. Thanks to team that car was
quite fast. I am satisfied about whole weekend. After join to Tom’s team at
2006, My target is winning title of Formula Nippon and we did it with nice
team staff. Thank you team and PETRONAS."

KAZUKI NAKAJIMA
"I made best ever race after coming back to Japan. I was able to drive 100%
but I was frustrated a little because of I was not able to beat Andre and I found another target for future that to win the title. Now I relax
to finish my first season and I would like to say thank you fans and sponsor PETRONAS. "
TSUTOMU TOJO (Engineer for car No. 36)
“Our base set up brought from factory was quite good and we did not
need change basically for both of dry and wet. And Andre drove very
calmly and he always kept high concentration to win. We had not big
mistake and no trouble at all whole season that make Andre’s title and
team title winning.”
MASAKI SAEDA (Engineer for car No. 37)
“We make the car best in this year for Kazuki. It is fantastic to finish
2nd both of the race but we needed something better to win the race. We
start to build up better set up from first race and finally we did it in final
round in Motegi. And Kazuki made very best drive that to try for
championship.”
NOBUHIDE TACHI
"Today’s result was more than I expected. I am proud of both of drivers and team that made super job to winning all Formula Nippon
titles. We got summit after 6 years challenge for this series. I would like to thank you all people support us and PETRONAS. "

